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Turkey Roll-ups 

Turkey filled with 
Stove Top stuffing. 
Use Knorr brand 
packet to make       
turkey gravy (roasted 
turkey flavor). At the 
deli counter ask for 
dinner thick slices of 
turkey. Prepare     
stuffing and gravy according to the directions 
on the packages. Lay turkey slices out flat, 
and stuff them with the Stove Top stuffing. 
Next roll the turkey slice around the stuffing 
and set in a baking dish. Then use the gravy 
to cover the turkey rolls, you can reserve 
some gravy to add to the top when serving. 
Bake the dish for 25-30 minutes at 350   
degrees until heated through. Add cranberry 
sauce to make them even more delicious. 
Serve with Mashed potatoes, green bean 
casserole, and dinner rolls for an easy 
Thanksgiving  dinner.                                                       
     -Glinda 

Please note Bridgeview’s Holiday hours. 

Closed November 24th and 25th in observance of Thanksgiving. 

Closed December 23rd and 26th in observance of Christmas. 

Closed December 30th, and January 2nd in observance of the New Year. 

In the Know 

 2022 Christmas Box Program: Accepting applications now at the YMCA 516 9th Ave S.  

 Victory Center Free Thanksgiving Meal: Wednesday November 23rd,  6:30 PM  at Clinton High Yourd Gym 

 Vista Grande Ties & Tiaras Father Daughter Dance: Thursday November 27th,  2 - 4 PM  Must register by November 25th. 

 Annual Craft and Vendor Fair at Eagle Point Lodge:  Saturday December 3rd, 9 AM - 4 PM, Sunday December 4th, 11 AM - 
3 PM 

 Lyons Christmas Walk: Sunday December 4th, 3 - 5 PM at Four Square Park 

 Canadian Pacific Holiday Train: Tuesday December 6th, 3:30 PM at the Sawmill Museum  
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Happy     
Holidays  

from     
Bridgeview 

Staff 

First make your salt dough. 
 
Salt dough ingredients: 
1 cup flour 
1/2 cup salt 
1/2 cup water 
 
Mix together until fully incorporated. Knead dough for 7-10  
minutes or until soft and smooth. Roll out to your desired  
thickness on a floured surface; mine was about a quarter-inch. 
Create your ornaments, poke a hole in each for hanging (with a 
straw or skewer) and either bake in a 200 degree oven for a couple 
of hours or air dry a few days until dry. Once painted (or not), spray 
with a couple of coats of poly to seal and help it last. 

 
I pressed Henry’s hand in the dough before cutting out – it was a bigger target for his wriggling 
hand. After, I used a bowl to cut a circle around his handprint. Then before baking I stamped his 
name in the dough – one time with ink, one time without (I made two in case). After baking the ink 
was completely visible (which means it works), however, I didn’t like my execution of it. But you can 
leave all the decorations until after drying, the dough takes paints well. 
 
After quickly sanding rough edges (I wasn’t very clean with my cutting) I spray painted the entire 
ornament white, then painted the stamped letters with gold rub ‘n buff. 

This holiday season take a minute to think of the top 10 things you are 
thankful for. Life gets hectic this time of year and sometimes we take for 

granted the things we should be most grateful for. Sometimes just taking a 
minute to think about it, and writing it down can remind us how lucky we are, 

in our own ways.  

youresomartha.wordpress.com 
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When stress is at its peak, it's hard to stop and regroup. Try to prevent stress and depression in the first 
place, especially if the holidays have taken an emotional toll on you in the past. 

Acknowledge your feelings. If someone close to you has recently died or you can't be with loved ones for 
other reasons, realize that it's normal to feel sadness and grief. It's OK to take time to cry or express 
your feelings. You can't force yourself to be happy just because it's the holiday season. 

Reach out. If you feel lonely or isolated, seek out community, religious or other social events or             
communities. Many may have websites, online support groups, social media sites or virtual events. 
They can offer support and companionship. Volunteering your time or doing something to help others 
also is a good way to lift your spirits and broaden your friendships.  

Be realistic. The holidays don't have to be perfect or just like last year. As families change and grow,      
traditions and rituals often change as well. Choose a few to hold on to, and be open to creating new 
ones. For example, if your adult children or other relatives can't come to your home, find new ways to 
celebrate together, such as sharing pictures, emails or videos.  

Set aside differences. Try to accept family members and friends as they are, even if they don't live up to 
all of your expectations. Set aside grievances until a more appropriate time for discussion. And be     
understanding if others get upset or distressed when something goes wrong. Chances are they're     
feeling the effects of holiday stress and depression, too. 

Stick to a budget. Before you do your gift and food shopping, decide how much money you can afford to 
spend. Then stick to your budget. Don't try to buy happiness with an avalanche of gifts. 

Plan ahead. Set aside specific days for shopping, baking, connecting with friends and other activities.   
Consider whether you can shop online for any of your items. Plan your menus and then make your 
shopping list. That'll help prevent last-minute scrambling to buy forgotten ingredients.  

Learn to say no. Saying yes when you should say no can leave you feeling resentful and overwhelmed. 
Friends and colleagues will understand if you can't participate in every project or activity. If it's not     
possible to say no when your boss asks you to work overtime, try to remove something else from your 
agenda to make up for the lost time. 

Don't abandon healthy habits. Don't let the holidays become a free-for-all. Overindulgence only adds to 
your stress and guilt. 

Take a breather. Make some time for yourself. Find an activity you enjoy. Take a break by yourself.  
Spending just 15 minutes alone, without distractions, may refresh you enough to handle everything you 
need to do. Find something that reduces stress by clearing your mind, slowing your breathing and     
restoring inner calm. 

Seek professional help if you need it. Despite your best efforts, you may find yourself feeling persistently 
sad or anxious, plagued by physical complaints, unable to sleep, irritable and hopeless, and unable to 
face routine chores. If these feelings last for a while, talk to your doctor or a mental health professional. 

Source: www.focusonthefamily.com & therapychanges.com 

Take control of the holidays 
We typically view the holidays as a time of joy and togetherness. Images of 
happy families coming together and sharing laughs bombard us on TV, in  
movies, and on social media. For many of us, however, the holiday season  
increases stress, depression and imposes conflict. And its no wonder. When 
families gather, members may not always get along, causing tension and   
awkward interactions. This time of year presents an array of demands          
including cooking meals, shopping, baking, cleaning and entertaining to name 
a few. But with some practical tips, you can minimize the stress that             
accompanies the holidays. You may even end up enjoying the holidays more 
than you thought you would. So don’t let the holidays be something you dread.  

Recognizing November as Epilepsy Awareness Month 
What is Epilepsy? 

Epilepsy is a brain condition that causes someone to have seizures. It affects children and adults of all         
demographics and is one of the most common disorders of the nervous system. It’s estimated that 4 in every 100 
people will be diagnosed with epilepsy and there are roughly 470,000 children living with epilepsy in the United 
States alone. 

Seizures are the main symptom of epilepsy and are caused by an interruption in normal brain  signals. The brain 
consists of nerve cells that communicate with each other through electrical activity. When one or more parts of 
the brain has a burst of abnormal electrical signals that  interrupt normal brain signals, a seizure occurs.        
Anything that interrupts the normal connections between nerve cells in the brain can cause a seizure. This       
includes a high fever, high or low blood sugar or a brain concussion. When a child has two or more seizures with no 
known cause, it is  diagnosed as epilepsy. 

Symptoms of a seizure are different from person to person. These symptoms can include: blank staring, jerking 
movements of the arms and legs, stiffening of the body, loss of consciousness, nodding head rhythmically (when 
associated with loss of awareness or consciousness), periods of rapid eye blinking and staring. During a seizure, a 
child’s lips may become tinted blue and his or her breathing may not be normal. After the seizure, it’s not        
uncommon for a child to be sleepy or confused.  

If you encounter someone having a seizure, here are some things you can do to help: 

 Help the person down in a safe position, turn them to their side, cushion their head and time the seizure. 

 Never hold them down or force anything into their mouth. 

 Comfort the person and speak calmly, and help others also remain calm. 

 Check to see if the person is wearing a medical bracelet or has other visible emergency    information and 
stay with them until they are awake and  alert. 

 If the seizure lasts longer than five minutes or the person doesn’t return to their original state, call 911. 

 If they’re fine, offer to call or coordinate a ride to make sure the person gets home safely. 

So this month to show support, spread awareness on social media, register for an epilepsy walk and break out the 
purple! 

Source: https://www.valleychildrens.org/neurosciences/epilepsy-awareness-month 

Photo: Epilepsygroup.com 

Winter Fitness 
 They say summer bodies are made in the winter, but with the weather outside being so frightful it can 
be a challenge to talk ourselves into exercise. I would much rather snuggle up by the fire and binge watch      
television, but this would not produce positive results. Instead, talk yourself into earning that spot on the couch 
with a small amount of exercise each day. Start small, create a routine of exercises you don’t mind doing and do 
10 reps each to build a new habit. Week 2 ramp it up a bit to 15 reps each, and maybe add one more exercise 
to your regimen. Keep pushing yourself each new week to do just a little more; if one of the exercises gets old,   
replace it with a different one. The internet is full of easy moves that can be done indoors and in few reps, just 
do a little research. If you can stick this out through the cold months your mental and physical health will thank 
you. Last but not least, watch out for those comfort foods they will sneak up on you and sabotage your hard 
work.  

Drive Time Blog 


